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Just-In-Time Click-Through Agreements:
Interface Widgets for Confirming
Informed, Unambiguous Consent
by Andrew S. Patrick

*1

The most common method for supporting consent in computer applications is a "user agreement."
When you have installed new software on your computer, or signed up for an Internet service,
you have undoubtedly seen an interface screen that presents a User Agreement or Terms of
Service. In order to continue, you have had to click on an "I Agree" button or an equivalent label.
These interface screens are commonly called "click-through agreements" because the users must
click through the screen to get to the software or service being offered.2 (An alternative label is
"click-wrap agreement,” in parallel to more traditional "shrink-wrap" agreements attached to
software packaging.) These agreement screens are an attempt to provide the electronic equivalent
of a signed user agreement or service contract.3 By clicking on the "Agree" button, the user is
confirming their understanding of the agreement and indicating consent to any terms or
conditions specified in the accompanying text.

Click-Through Agreements are Binding

The legal effectiveness of these click-through screens in forming the basis of a legal agreement or
contract has been established, but with some qualifications. The Cyberspace Law Committee of
the American Bar Association has reviewed the case law and developed a set of guidelines for
creating click-through agreements.4 These guidelines can be been summarized into six principles
that should be considered by system developers:5
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1.

Opportunity to review terms: users must view the terms of the agreement before consenting
to the agreement. A case involving Netscape6 suggests that it is important that there is no
other method to obtain the product or service other than by clicking through the agreement.

2.

Display of terms: the terms have to be displayed in a "reasonably conspicuous" manner. A
case involving Ticketmaster7 suggests that simply linking to the terms at the end of a long
home page was not enough.

3.

Assent to terms: the language used to accept the agreement must clearly indicate that a
contract is being formed.

4.

Opportunity to correct errors: there should be a method for users to correct errors, such as
seeking a final confirmation before proceeding, or allowing the user to back out of an
agreement.

5.

Ability to reject terms: the option to reject the terms of the agreement should be clear and
unambiguous, and the consequences of the rejection should be stated (e.g., "if you do not
agree, you will not be able to use this software").

6.

Ability to print the terms: the interface should allow the user to print the terms for later
reading. Printing the terms will also allow the users to save at copy of the terms at the time of
the agreement, which can be important for online services where the terms may change.

Other considerations when creating click-through agreements are to redisplay the terms and
conditions at product startup (reminding), and to support the ability to review the terms at any
time (e.g., in the "help" or "about" menus). In addition, developers should adapt the terms and
conditions to local languages and requirements. If these principles and considerations are heeded,
case law suggests that there is an increased chance that click-through agreements will be
enforced, at least in US courts.

In fact, some recent decisions have shown that the courts are willing to enforce click-through
agreements rather broadly. In a controversial case still under appeal, the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Missouri ruled in Davidson & Associates, Inc. v. Internet Gateway8 that a
special anti-reverse-engineering clause was effective. In this case Internet Gateway created a
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game emulator (“bnetd”) that is compatible with Davidson’s Battle.net system. Because Davidson
had included a section banning reverse engineering in their user agreement, the court ruled that
the defendants, by accepting the agreement, had waived their fair use rights that were normally
protected by copyright laws.9

Making Click-Through Agreements Usable

The text of many click-through agreements tends to be long and complex, often to ensure that all
the points raised above are addressed. The result is that users have difficulty reading and
understanding the documents, and many users click the "Agree" button without reading the terms
at all. Not only are users not motivated to read the agreements, but people also have limited
cognitive abilities – we have limited attention spans, a restricted ability to process large quantities
of detailed information at one time, and limited memories. The result is that most user agreements
are rarely read by users, with one study reporting a 0.5% reading rate.10

Whether users actually read the user agreements before clicking an “Agree” button is not
important. For example, in Cairo, Inc., v. CrossMedia Services Inc.11, the U.S. District Court for
the Northern District of California ruled that, although Cairo claimed to not have read or agreed
to CrossMedia’s click-through agreement, because Cairo made “repeated and automated” access
to CrossMedia’s website, there was an imputed assent to the terms of service. Thus, the court
found that CrossMedia’s terms of service were enforceable even if the user did not read the
agreement.

In a contrary finding, however, the U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota dismissed a
class-action lawsuit against Northwest Airlines12 in part because the plaintiffs did not actually
read the privacy policy on Northwest’s web site, so their expectation of privacy was low. The
plaintiffs had sued Northwest because travel records containing personal information had been
given to NASA without the permission of the travelers, an act that was in apparent conflict with
Northwest’s own privacy policy. The court dismissed the action for a number of reasons, but the
portion of the decision related to not reading the privacy policy seems to be counter to other
decisions and controversial. If this precedent is adopted by other courts, the implication is that if
users are required to read privacy policies before they are enforced, then it follows that companies
may not be able to enforce their user agreements unless they can demonstrate that users actually
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read them, although it is difficult to draw direct comparisons between decisions related to privacy
rules and those related to contracts.13

In the area of privacy, ensuring that users fully understand and unambiguously agree to
agreements and contracts is also important for complying with privacy legislation and guidelines.
Consider the definition of consent provided in the EU Directive 95/46/EC on privacy protection:14

'the data subject's [user's] consent' shall mean any freely given specific and informed
indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal
data relating to him being processed. (Article 2-h)

It is clear that a large, cumbersome, complicated User Agreement presented to the user only when
they begin to use a product or service fails to live up to the requirements for "specific" and
"informed" consent, and yet these types of user agreements are the majority. These issues are of
particular concern in relation to explicit consent. For example, the EU Directive states that when
sensitive data (e.g., race, ethnic origin, religious beliefs) are processed, the user must give
"explicit consent" (Article 8-2-a) to the processing of the sensitive data. Again, a single, large,
click-through User Agreement does not meet the spirit of the Directive.

After reviewing the user-based requirements for meeting the objectives of the Directive, I have
proposed a new concept of "Just-In-Time Click-Through Agreements" (JITCTAs).15 These are
interface windows that appear in a display at an appropriate time to seek agreement with a key
term or condition. The main feature of a JITCTA is not to provide a large, complete list of service
terms but instead to determine the understanding or consent on an as-needed basis. These small
agreements are easier for the user to read and process, and facilitate a better understanding of the
decision being made in context. Also, the JITCTAs can be customized for the user depending on
the features that they actually use, and the user will be able to specify what terms they agree with,
and those they do not, and then only have access to the corresponding portions of the program or
service. The responses made by the user during the JITCTAs can also be recorded so there is a
clear, unambiguous record of the specific agreements made with the user. In order to implement
JITCTAs, the software recognizes when users are about to use a service or feature that requires
that they understand and agree to some term or condition.
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A sample screen capture of a JITCTA is shown in Figure 1. In this example a user has selected
the Trade Union Membership information field in an interface screen. Since this would be
considered sensitive information in the EU Privacy Directive, a JITCTA has appeared to obtain
explicit, timely, unambiguous consent to the processing of this data.

Figure 1: An example of a Just-In-Time Click-Through Agreement (JITCTA)

An empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of this JITCA technique was conducted using a
prototype job searching tool.16 Reaction to the pop-up window was mixed, with some users
appreciating the information about the sensitive content being requested, while others found the
interface to be annoying or they ignored the message completely. A few users justified ignoring
the window with the belief that “all pop-up windows are advertisements.” An alternative interface
that presented the just-in-time message within the browser window, clearly associated with the
interface component requesting the sensitive information, might not have been ignored so easily,
although it could be found to be even more annoying.

This integration of the agreement terms and the interface components requesting personal
information was examined in a study by Alfred Kobsa and Maximilian Teltzrow.17 These
researchers looked at the scenario of a book seller requesting personal data to be used when
making purchase recommendations. The study examined the effect of adding additional
contextual information about the benefits to the user if they provide the data (e.g., we will be able
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to search for books by your favorite authors) and what will happen with their data (e.g., your list
of favorite authors will be stored under a pseudonym and will not be shared with others). The
experimental results showed that people were more willing to provide personal information when
the agreement information was provided in context than when it was omitted, and they were
slightly more likely to complete a book purchase. The study also found that none of the users
chose to read a traditional, optional, long user agreement.

The concept of just-in-time user agreements is also being extended in the Privacy and Identity
Management for Europe (PRIME) project, whose goal is to create systems for controlling
information about users that are usable, acceptable, and in compliance with laws and regulations.
Interface designers in this project have developed a graphical form of JITCTA where users
express their consent to the processing of data by moving a representation of their data (an icon)
on a graphical display.18 For example, agreeing to provide personal information to a bank might
be indicating by dragging a folder symbol representing personal data to a building symbol
representing the bank. The PRIME developers have labeled this concept “drag-and-drop
agreements” (DADAs). It is not clear whether DADAs will be treated by the courts in the same
manner as click-through agreements, although it is likely since users are taking an explicit action
to indicate their consent. Current research in the PRIME project is testing users’ acceptance of
this new agreement method.

In each of these examples, just-in-time agreements are used when a service is requesting personal
information. These situations are ideal for JITCTAs because the agreement components can be
separated so that individual consent verification can be obtained at the appropriate time.
Moreover, it is likely that the service can proceed if the user agrees to some, but not all, of the
terms and conditions. The JITCTA concept is less appropriate for software installations from CDs
which tend to have an all-or-none agreement that the user must accept in its entirety. However,
presenting each of the key sections of the agreement in turn would likely assist the users in
understanding all the conditions that they are agreeing to. An open question is whether typical
users are motivated (or should be motivated) to fully understand the agreements that are involved
when installing software.

In summary, well formulated click-through agreements are usually legally binding, but there are
issues with their content and how they are presented. Just-In-Time Click-Through Agreements
are being explored for interfaces seeking consent to the processing of private information, and
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they may also be useful for user agreements and service contracts. JITCTAs can improve the
current practice by making the agreements easier to read and understand, thus supporting more
appropriate decision-making and control.
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